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Be a fan~ 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana teamed 
up with Special Olympics Montana to host 
a send-off event for 45 athletes competing 
in the 2010 Special Olympics National Games. 
Special Olympian Jam es C. 
DePaola Jr. of Connecticut won 
three gold medals at the 2010 
National Games in Lincoln, Neb. 
OePaola was supported by 
Anthem Blue Cross and 
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Blue Cr oss and Blue Sh ield Plans 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
National Partner of Special Olympics 
North America 
In 2010, the Blue Cross and Blu e Sh ie ld Association (BCBSA) , was an 
official partner of Special Olympics North America and alongside 
Blue Cross and Blue Shie ld compan ies nationwide supported Special 
Olympics athletes across the country as they prepared to compete 
in the 2010 Special Olympics USA National Games in Lincoln, Neb. 
BCBSA and Blue companies from around the country have cultivated 
deep relationships with thei r local Special Olympics organizations 
over the years. This national partnership provided an opportunity 
to help The Blues® expand their support and get more than 20 state 
teams to the National Games. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies held send-off parties honor-
ing the athletes, provided donations of gift bags, and sponsored 
post-games luncheons, fun-runs and pep rallies while raising media 
awareness of the National Games and the Special Olympics mission. 
www.bcbs.com 
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This national partnership is part of 
a larger effort throughout the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield System to 
make a difference nationally and 
locally by investing resources aimed 
at fostering healthy lifestyles in their 
communit ies. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota helped send 
off 94 Special Olym p ics M innesota ath letes and 
provided gift bags that included a T-shirt and a card 
personalized for the athlete and written by Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Minnesota emplo yees. 
INVESTING IN AMERICA'S HEALTH 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama 
Alabama Quality Forum 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama 's mission is to "provide employees, families and individuals access to quality, 
affordable healthcare." Achieving that mission requires the collaboration of many stakeholders. The Alabama 
Quality Forum (AQF) was convened to create an open dialogue to address hospital quality, develop appropriate 
measures, share best practices statewide and reduce the incidence and effects of hospital-acquired infections. 
In addition to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama, AOF members include the Alabama Hospital Association, 
CareFusion MedMined ™ services, the Alabama Quality Assurance Foundation and the Medical Association 
of the State of Alabama . Forum members share successes, missteps and innovations around focus areas such 
~ 
as medication reconciliation, rapid response team 
implementations, infection prevention and National 
Quality Forum safe practice assessments. 
-10!B,4,'11,,f Qu~, AQF also works with the Alabama Hospital Quality Initiative, 
a program developed using a team-oriented, hospital -wide 
approach to help minimize and eliminate the incidence and 
effects of hospital -acquired infections. This partnership allows 
for the sharing of valuable tips and methods to achieve 
a top ranking on many national quality measurement lists. 
QUALITY FORUM 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama Foundation 
Scale Back Alabama, and be a Big Loser 
Since 2007, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama and The Caring Foundation, 
the Alabama Plan's philanthropic arm, sponsored and participated in Scale Back 
Alabama , a statewide weight-loss program of the Alabama Department of Public 
Health and the Alabama Hospital Association . Teams of four strive to lose at least 
10 pounds each during the 10-week program. Teams are eligible for prizes upon 
reaching their goals . 
In 2010, more than 30,000 participants throughout the state lost a total of 200,000 
pounds. More than 165,000 participants have lost 500,000 pounds since the 
program began in 2007. 
"Scale Back Alabam a is the perfect example of how several key partners with 
like goals can work together to affect major change;' said Rosemary Blackmon, 
executive vice president/COO, Alabama Hospital Association. "Blue Cross has 
been one of our most fai thful grassroots coordinators, encouraging employees 
and members to sign up for the contest;' said Blackmon. "We could not do the 
program without them." 
+ V ~~~!~f;;.!.'.::.~~~:'.~ .. www.bcbsal.com 
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Number of Alabamians 
who have participated 
in the program since 2007. 
165,776 
Total number of pounds lost 
since the program began. 
500,000 
INVESTING IN AMERICA'S HEALTH 
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Blue Cross Blue Shield of Arizona 
Healthier Livi ng Programs 
As part of an effort to increase health education in the Arizona 
community, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Arizona (BCBSAZ) is promoting 
the 5-2-1 -0 daily goal (5 fruits and vegetables, a maximum of 2 hours 
of screen time, 1 hour of exercise and O sweetened drinks) through 
company programs and sponso rships. 
+ l\j) ~i;\f~~~I 06 0<{ He,qlt h Clu.b --~ 
Blu'e Cross'Blue SfUe ld otArizr"C Arizona fifth-graders to Oll Su
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For the last six years, BCBSAZ has 
offered a free, fun and educational pro-
gram to schools across Arizona called 
the Walk On! Challenge. To make it even 
more effective, the 2010-2011 Walk On! 
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Benefitting More Than a Dozen Local T empe Charities 
Would like To Thank Its 2011 Sponsors ... 
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goal. At the end of 2010, more than 300 
teachers had enthusiastically registered 
for the 2010-2011 Walk On! Challenge . 
Additionally in 2010, BCBSAZ sponsored 
the Mayor's Run, a charity fundraising 
event created by Mayor Hugh Hallman 
of Tempe, Ariz. Not only did this activity 
encourage families to get out and be 
active together, it raised funds for more than a dozen local Arizona 
charities . BCBSAZ will continue sponsorship of this important event 
in 2011 as well as a new sponsorship of the Dr. Art Mallen Phoenix 10K. 
In 2011 , BCBSAZ is proud to sponsor the building of LEED-Platinum 
schools on elementary school campuses that will include environmen-
tally friendly gardens. These green-focused programs center on the 
principles of healthy living and BCBSAZ's commitment to teaching 
the community about the benefit of healthy choices. 
www.azblue .com 
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Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Kamen Arkansas for the Cure Race: Blue in the Pink 
In the chilly pre-dawn hours one October morning each year, Arkansas Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield employees gather together in Little Rock and transform 
a block into a celebration of life - a tribute to those battling breast cancer and 
to those searching to cure it once and for all. 
Hundreds of Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield employees, their families 
and friends, get ready to walk, run and volunteer their time for the Susan G. 
Komen for the Cure® race event. 
For the 10th year in a row, Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield brought home the largest corporate team award. 
In 2010, more than 30 of the 1,234-member team were 
breast-cancer survivors. 
Of the money raised in this event, 75 percent stays in the 
state to support research, education, screening and treatment 
for Arkansas women who have breast cancer. The other 25 
percent goes to the national organization. This race for the 
cure is a commitment Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Arkansas Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield employees 
participate in the Kamen 
for the Cure race creating 
1 a sea of blue in company 
T-shirts . 
makes, not only to the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, but also to the one in eight 
women who will be diagnosed with breast cancer, to the people who love them, and to its communities. 
Blue & You Foundation for a Healthier Arkansas 
Growing Healthy Communities 
It takes a village to tackle obesity. And the Blue &You Foundation for a Healthier 
Arkansas created that village by funding the Growing Healthy Communities project. 
Growing Healthy Communities is a collaboration of the Arkansas Coalition for 
Obesity Prevention that brought together 40 community leaders from five towns 
in Arkansas . The community teams attended training to learn policy and environ-
mental factors that support or hinder healthy lifestyles. Upon returning to their 
communities, many teams held Healthy Living Summits and workshops to spread 
the word to other stakeholders. Key successes benefitting more than 25,000 
individuals include: 
• A city parks department added water to its vending machines and 
extended its trails system to allow more walking and biking. 
• A community college opened a fresh produce market and changed 
its cafeteria policy to offer healthier options to students. 
• Two towns started community gardens and expanded their farmers' markets. 
&'if Arkansas 
T \VI B]~!~E?.~~."~!,~~~~!~}d 
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Volunteers in the city of Helena plant 
a community garden. 
Blue ~WCIDOIJ 
Foundation 
For a Healthier Arkansas i+ ij) 
An Independent Licensee ol the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoc1at1on 
bl uea ndyoufou ndationa rka nsas.o rg 
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blue \UJ of cali fornia 
foundation 
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blue V of california 
foundation 
Blue Shield of California Foundation 
Health Care and Coverage 
One in five Californians has no health insurance. Blue Shield of 
California Foundation (BSCF) is responding by strengthening the 
ability of community clinics to provide quality care for uninsured 
Californians . BSCF's multi-prong approach is to: offer core financial 
support so clinics can keep their doors open to uninsured Californians; 
support innovative efforts by high-performing clinics to provide 
quality coordinated and integrated care; and build a cadre of leaders 
working to ensure community clinics continue to be key players in 
local safety net systems. 
In 2010, BSCF supported nearly 200 licensed community, free and 
tribal clinics in California; providing funds for use wherever they 
were most needed. A recent evaluation found that 
BSCF's support improved the clinics ' abilities to del iver 
services by covering operating expenses, stabilizing 
their finances, sustaining current levels of service and 
covering uncompensated care costs . 
Blue Shield of California Foundation's focus is to not 
only make care available to those who need it, but 
also to spur innovative care delivery within community 
cl inics and support the next generation of community 
clinic executives. Ensuring community clinics are 
innovative leaders will help clinics successfully navi-
gate t he evolving healthcare environment and ensure 
the long -term sustainability of services for uninsured 
Californ ians. 
Th e Saban Free Clinic, a gran t 
recip ien t, serves as a medica l hom e 
to the underserved o f Los Angeles, 




INVESTING IN AMERICA'S HEALTH 
r BluePrints 
for the Community 
Th e first group of nurses to join 
Children & Families First as nurse 
home visi tors. 
+v BlueCross BlueShield of Delaware 
An Ind ependen t Li censee of th e 
Blue Cr oss and Blu e Sh_ic ld Associati on 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Delaware 
BluePrints for the Community 
In 2007, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Delaware (BCBSD) created 
8/uePrints for the Community, a donor-advised grant program, 
to address issues faced by Delaware's uninsured and underserved 
populations. 
BluePrints for the Community awards grants for initiatives that 
address at least one of the following goals: increase access to 
healthcare for the uninsured and underserved, reduce health 
disparities in minority communities, support early childhood 
development initiatives focused on health and recruit and 
train healthcare professionals. 
In 2010, the program awarded grants to the following: 
Catholic Charities and the Latin American 
Community Center 
Increasing Access & Decreasing Disparities: Outpatient 
Mental Health Care in Delaware 
BCBSD's funding support and the collaborative efforts 
of two community organizations helped 225 uninsured, 
minority clients receive counseling services in English 
and Spanish. 
Children & Families First 
Nurse-Family Partnership Initiative 
With BCBSD's grant, Children & Families First hired a nurse 
to work directly with low-income women experiencing their 
first pregnancies. 
Generations Home Care 
Medical Transportation Program 
Funding from BCBSD helped Generations Home Care address a 
major barrier to healthcare access experienced by many low-income, 
uninsured families - the lack of adequate transportation. 
Volunteer Ambulatory Surgical Access Program (VASAP) 
As a result of the BluePrints grant, low-income, uninsured residents 
of Kent County, Del., have access to outpatient surgeries at no cost. 
www.bcbsde.com 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
2010 United Way Campaign - Give Today, Change Tomorrow 
Give Today, Change Tomorrow. This message, the theme of the 2010 Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) United Way campaign, motivated more than 700 BCBSF 
employees to use their passion and creativity to support the work of United Way. 
The team staged an on-site volunteer event where it created 2,000 holiday 
cards for women, children and seniors in shelters; produced 3,000 bookmarks 
for at-risk students; assembled 3,000 Angels Kits for struggling families, 
children and seniors; assisted with a 20,000-piece holiday fundraising 
mailing; created 200 bookmarks, 100 homemade toys and 150 folder games 
for preschoolers; made 500 scented sachets for first-time homeowners; 
and designed 50 costume masks. 
A key to the campaign's success was to ensure every BCBSF employee was 
introduced to the United Way message, history, presence in the community, 
information about the recipients of the funds raised and how to volunteer 
and/or donate. BCBSF employees showed their Blue spirit, with 66 percent 
of employees participating. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation 
Expanding Health Philanthropy in Florida 
Help us make the future a linie 
brighter for those in need 
CommUf'1lyCot1flt'CI/OflS. Un,rtd Ways Ach_, J, '°' (J fe, Sulzbocher 
Cenrer - Create ~day card\ for ~mor~ women and ch1ld1en 
kvmginshel1crs 









cards for those 
in shelters. 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation, formerly The Blue Foundation for 
a Healthy Florida , recently celebrated a decade of successful strategic grant making and 
community partnerships by expanding the Foundation's reach , reviewing its mission 
and changing the name to address Florida's evolving health care needs. 
SAPPHIRE 
AW A R D 
+, 
FLORIDA 
An lrdependent L :e,1se, ,t thE.-
Blue C.rnJ't v1d 8111.- St- ield Assc 1·i;:it nn 
www.bcbsfl .com 
Its new mission is to improve the health and well-being of Floridians and their communities by: 
1. Improving access to health care: Provide support through the Improving Access to Health 
Care grants program, IMPACT, to nonprofit health care organizations that provide access 
to quality health -related services and address health care disparities. 
2. Improving consumer health: Work with communities to address pressing health 
concerns, including reducing and preventing childhood obesity. 
3. Improving the quality and safety of patient care: Partner with The Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation and the Florida Center for Nursing to enhance nurse education through 
simulation training. 
4. Improving quality of life: Improve human and social services; community 
development and diversity; education and literacy; arts and culture; and 
disaster preparedness and relief. 
5. Improving the health care system : Recognize programs that 
demonstrate excellence in serving community health needs 
and encourage replicat ion of these success models through 





Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Fuu"'lda1,on 1s an lndependert 
L, ensee oi the Bbe Cr, >S anrl Blue Sh,e ld A5-. :1at1on 
www.bluefoundationfl .com 
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Anthem Blue Cross Foundation 
The Governor's Fitness Challenge 
In 2010 the Anthem Blue Cross Foundation increased its ongoing 
support of the Governor's Fitness Challenge - a California-based, 
statewide K-12 school fitness competition. Students, parents 
and teachers are challenged to be physically active for at least 
30 minutes every other day for one month and register their 
results online. The Challenge provides individual incentives 
as well as the school-based "Spotlight Awards presented by 
Anthem Blue Cross Foundation." 
It is well known that regular physical activity reduces the 
risk of diseases like type-2 diabetes and obesity. But a lesser-
known fact is that physical activity has been highly correlated 
with academic success, with participating schools reporting 
a marked improvement in academic test scores. The urgency 
of the program is underscored by the fact that nearly 
60 percent of Californians are overweight and more 
than 23 percent are obese. Among the school-aged 
population roughly 28 percent (over 2 million) 
are overweight, and 40 percent (over 3 million) 
are physically unfit. 
.. .:-.:: .. :~ ... 11'1 .A\Jf'c. -1 (. \., T,
1
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Sixty-seven percent of all counties in California joined 
the Challenge in 2010, translating to 1,327,517 individu-
al participants (90 percent were K-12 students). Students 
received encouragement from then Governor and fitness 
expert Arnold Schwarzenegger and sports celebrities 
Tony Hawk, Julie Foudy and Laila Ali. 
Top: Kentwood Middle Schoo l student tries out 
new equipment at a fitness center provided by 
California Governor 's Council and Anthem Blue 
Cross Foundation. 
Bottom: Cali fo rnia Governor 's Council and 
Anthem Blue Cross Foundation present check 




An Independent Licensee of t he Blu e Cross and Blue Shie ld Association 
A founding sponsor of the California Governor's 
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports since it was 
established in 2005, Anthem Blue Cross Foundation 
has continued to provide grant funding to support this statewide 
effort. The Council continues to hear from educational leaders 
across the state that the Governor's Fitness Challenge has been 
instrumental in improving the overall health and active lifestyles 
of their students. 
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Hawaii Medical Service Association Foundation 
(Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Hawaii) 
HICORE: The Hawaii Initiative for 
Childhood Obesity Research and Education 
A study of children entering Hawaii's public school kindergartens found that 28.5 percent were overweight or obese 
(Pobutsky, Hawaii Medical Journal, 2006). While cardiovascular disease and diabetes are well-known risks of obesity, 
social stigma and discrimination are of equal concern as they often result in low self-esteem in young children. 
The Hawaii Initiative for Childhood Obesity Research and 
Education's (HICORE) mission is to provide multi-disciplinary 
leadership in research and education to address childhood 
and adolescent obesity in Hawaii. 
Highlights in 2010 included: 
• HICORE partnered with the American 
Academy of Pediatrics, Hawaii Chapter, 
and The Queen's Medical Center to 
present a Childhood Obesity Confer-
ence about obesity prevention and 
weight management. 
• The Hawaii Department of Health 
(DOH) and Healthy Hawaii Initiative 
(HHI) joined HICORE to present an 
obesity prevention Continuing Medi-
cal Education (CME) seminar series 
for health centers serving low-income 
communities. The series is available 
on the HICORE website. 
A1HICORE-4 
An island family following the " Hawaii 5210 Let's Go! " recommendations. 
• A comprehensive searchable database 
that catalogs publications about child-
hood obesity was added to the HICORE website. 
• Healthcare plans and community groups collaborated to promote "Hawaii 5210 Let's Go!'; a campaign that 
recommends five fruits and vegetables, two hours or fewer of screen time, one hour or more of play/physical 
activity, and almost no sweetened beverages each day. Grants from several funders will enable the program 
to continue in 2011. 
HMSA 
•• 
Blue Cross 11 Blue Shield 
of Hawa11 
An Independent Licensee o: ~he Blue Cross 
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BE 
OUTSIDE! 
Kid• spend over 30 hour s a w••k " plugged in " to the 
televi sion , v i deo games and the computer! Kids who 
watch too much "s creen time " a re more likely to be 
overweight and pe r form poorly i n school. 
Help your k i ds get unp l ugged and enjoy healthy 
act i vit i es for the entire family! 
Free daily ac t iv ities for c hildren a nd families . 
For a full l i s t o f ac t ivi ties v i s it 
www . unplug and beo utside . com 
~,tt~" 
~ f Each child w1~oe~:•,:~:•,: ::n~:~eu1:vu:n;:,::::ng the week 
• ~:s~ 
F1.111mla1ionfor l\ i-;d1h. lnr. 
~ ., 
HEALTH • WELFARE 
. 4!t t. 
Families participated 
in guided hikes in 
the Boise Foothills 
that were offered 
by the city of Boise. 
~ 
& Blue ~ I Foundation 
T. Cross of Idaho for Health, Inc. 
An ~ Lioensee al thtl &.16 Clnssant:J Biutl S."'JieJdAssociat:on 
Blue Cross of Idaho Foundation for Health 
Unplug and Be Outside 
Unplug and Be Outside, coordinated and sponsored by the Blue 
Cross of Idaho Foundation for Health, is a weeklong community event 
designed to inspire children and encourage families to reduce screen 
time, get off the couch and get active. 
Community partners offer free, daily activities for families and 
children that include tennis, fishing, planting a garden, hiking and 
more. A companion curriculum distributed to elementary school 
teachers offers similar messages about increasing outdoor activities 
and reducing screen time. As a further incentive, children who attend 
three or more activities are entered into a drawing to win prizes. 
The average American child spends more than 30 hours a week in 
front of a screen - TV, video games and computers. Studies show 
an active lifestyle reduces the numerous consequences associated 
with too much screen time. One key consequence is that the more 
time children spend watching television the more likely they are 
to be overweight. 
The Blue Cross of Idaho Foundation is pleased to provide an active 
alternative to children and families and promote a healthy lifestyle 
that benefits everyone. 
Boise Parks and Recreation, in partnership with the 
Idaho Tennis Association, offered free tennis lessons 
for children and families . 
www.bci dahofoundation .org 
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Health Care Service Corporation 
Blue Corps Employee Volunteer Program 
In 2008, Health Care Service Corporation (HCSC) developed the 
Blue Corps Employee Volunteer Program to promote and encourage 
volunteerism and community engagement among its employees at 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
New Mexico, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma and Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield ofTexas. Through Blue Corps, employees track their 
volunteer time and earn matching grants for their organizations based 
on the number of hours contributed as individuals as well as through 
corporate volunteer activity. 
HCSC expanded the Blue Corps program in 2010 to incorporate 
a Volunteer of the Year program recognizing five volunteer leaders -
one from each of HCSC's four Plans and one enterprise-wide leader. 
Winners receive grants that they can direct to a nonprofit of their 
choice. 
HCSC's first annual Volunteer of the Year award 
recipient, Richard Gutierrez, receives his award 
from CEO Pat Hemingwa y Hall. 
The 2010 HCSC Enterprise Volunteer of the Year, 
Richard Gutierrez from BCBSTX, was 
honored for volunteering more than 700 
hours with the Texas Care Van program 
as a translator for Spanish-speaking 
attendees at immunization clinics. His 
grant was shared between the American 
Diabetes Association and St. Jude 
Children's Research Hospital. 
Engaging and collaborating with local 
organizations to support critical com-
munity health needs is an important 
part of HCSC's corporate citizenship and 
a natural extension of its commitment 
to strengthening and building healthier 
communities in its four states. 
n NewMexico .v Illinois ~ Oklahoma Texas 
Independent Licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
'"' Ii 
r ,- ' - .! , 
Blue Cross 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield o f Illinois em p loyees ra ll y for a corporate 
vo lunteer activit y. 
www.hcsccorporatesocialresponsibil ity.com 
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The Grassroots Cafe is successfully integrating 
farm-to -school approaches in Malcolm Price 
Laboratory School in Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Locally sourced foods 
expose children to new 
foods and help strengthen 
classroom-cafeteria 
connections. 
The Wellmark +v 
Foundation ~ ? -
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Association 
The Wellmark Foundation 
(Wellmark BCBS - Iowa and South Dakota) 
Healthier School Meals through Strong 
Farm-School Connections 
The Healthier School Meals project is a collaboration of food service 
staff, teachers, students, school administrators and farmers in three 
Iowa public schools to develop healthier school lunch programs. The 
objective is to increase the amount of fruits and vegetables, while 
limiting sugar, fat and highly processed foods. 
Food service staff easily can order locally grown foods, while students, 
parents and teachers participate by planting school gardens, visiting 
local farms, and hosting chefs, local farmers and food producers at the 
school. Program highlights include: 
• More than 37 percent of food purchases in one school for the 
year were locally sourced , and kitchen and cafeteria waste 
was reduced by 50 percent by composting scraps in the school 
garden. 
• The program attracted additional funding for similar 
farm-to-school projects in three more Iowa school districts. 
• The Healthier School Meals program's success helped to lever-
age University of Iowa's Center for Energy and Environmental 
Education as the appointed Midwest Reginal Co-Lead for the 
National Farm to School Network. 
Project participants discovered that integrating farm-to -school ideas 
into classroom learning instead of keeping them isolated to the 
cafeteria is essential to long-term change in students' attitudes toward 
food and their own nutritional choices. 
Students and school dietary 
professionals are demonstrating 
a willingness to embrace new 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas 
BlueCHIP Community Awards Program 
~CHIP. 
8/ueCHIP is a community health improvement program created to recognize and reward 
Kansas communities that encourage and support healthy lifestyles through programs, 
initiatives, policies and/or community-wide health events. To be eligible for prizes, programs 
must support one or more of the components of " CHIP " - C, clean air; H, healthy food choices; 
I, initiatives to curb obesity; and P, physical activity. BlueCHIP is a partnership between 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas (BCBSKS) and the Kansas Recreation and Parks 
Association (KRPA) . 
/5l«tCHIP 
~ ' ~?.1:.d Applicatio n 0 ~ ;~i~ 
A\ 
Applicants are divided into three categories based their popula -
tion size. One winning community from each category receives 
funding to help support their local program. 
. ~--- -··" ... - Is your community B'.JeCHIF"' 
Representatives from the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment, Kansas Coordinated School Health, KRPA and 
BCBSKS selected the winners that were announced at the annual 
KRPA statewide conference. The winners are : large category 
- Lawrence; medium - Hutchinson; and small - Grinnell. The 
winning programs demonstrated a focus on improving the health 
of their communities, the development of strong collaborations 
among a variety of organizations and changes in infrastructures 
involving citizens of all ages. 
,;,,..,...-.o c:oc,,eool!l>9con,ple0e0~-t,y h'..., I" 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas Foundation 
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To address the challenge of making healthcare accessible and affordable to everyone, the Blue Cross and Blue 










have a primary care physician or lack health insurance. In 2009, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas Foundation 
funded a new mobile health screening unit for the Kansas lions Sight Foundation. The mobile unit offers five 
The Kansas Lions Sight Founda tion M obile Screening Unit. 
.. V BlueCross U BlueShield ® ,-.- ofKansas 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
www.bcbsks.com 
free screenings: visual acuity, field of vision, hearing, blood 
pressure and blood sugar. 
The new mobile screening unit replaced the Lions' original 
health screening unit that had been acquired in 1996 and 
represents the largest gift the Lions Foundation has received 
since its incorporation. 
Last year the unit made its f i rst appearance at the Kansas 
State Fair, where more than 1,200 individuals were screened 
in 10 days. During 2010, the unit served nearly 4,000 people 
with a goal of serving even more in 2011. 
14 
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An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana 
Our Home, Louisiana Coalition Owi H-tUN., 
The year 2010 presented Louisiana with its worst disaster since Hurricane Katrina, the 
Deepwater Horizon/BP oil spill. The nation and world watched helplessly as an explosion 
and the consequent sinking of the Deepwater Horizon caused the 
~
C O \LITION 
largest oil spill since the Exxon Valdez off the coast of Alaska. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana (BCBSLA) immediately took 
action, by reaching out to nonprofits across the Louisiana coastal 
parishes (counties), to create the Our Home, Louisiana Coalition to 
provide services to people who suddenly found themselves out of work. 
The Coalition organized and staffed 12 Coastal Care Fairs at libraries 
and community centers in seven coastal parishes hit by the oil spill. 
More than 1,000 people attended the fairs and received information 
about services available in their community, ranging from prescription 
assistance and mental health services to financial and legal advice. 
Through a partnership with the Tulane University School of Medicine, 
attendees also received health screenings and were able to speak 
with a social worker. More than 90 percent of attendees surveyed said 
the event was either very valuable or valuable, and many commented 
they were excited that "someone cared." 
Representatives of the Louisiana Workforce 
Commission speak with Grand Isle residents at the 
Our Home, Louisiana Coalition 's Coastal Care Fair. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana Foundation 
Impact Grant Program 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana Foundation's Impact Grant Program 
was established to assist Louisiana-based nonprofits focused on health and 
education initiatives. In the wake of the Deepwater Horizon/BP oil spill in 2010, 
the Foundation decided to seek out those organizations doing exemplary work 
in the oil spill -affected regions and provide grants enabling them to extend 
their reach. 
Catholic Charities Archdiocese of New Orleans (CCANO) was the go-to resource 
for fishing families and communities affected by the oil spill. CCANO provided 
emergency assistance, food vouchers, rent/mortgage assistance, utilities, medica-
tion, baby suppl ies and counseling to victims. CCANO's affiliate, Second Harvest 
Food Bank, provided more than 610,000 meals. The Foundation grant to CCANO 
funded long-term case management services to those impacted by the Deepwater 
Horizon inc ident. 
Another v ita l reso urce for families is the Children's Health Fund and its New 
Orleans Ch i ldren's Health Project, which provides a mobile medical unit. The 
Foundation's gra nt to CHF/NOCHP funded outreach to children in the area 
geographi cally nearest t he site of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. 
A Plaquemines Parish resident is 
checked out by the New Orleans 
Children's Health Project . 
+ V ;~~~~~{:~s~::~ • (I LOUIS"iANA , FOUN D ATION 
Your Health. Our Commitment. 
www.bcbsl a. com www.bcbsla .com/AboutBlue/Company/bcbslafoundation 
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y f) 
FIT N FUN 
YMCA of Central Maryland's Fit N Fun 
Health & Fitness Mobile. 
Children participating in the Fit N Fun 
Afterschool Program. 
Outdoor fun at a PHO Summer Camp. 
CareRrst +V 
BlueCross BlueShield 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shi eld Associa tion 
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield 
CareFirst Partners with LocalYMCAs 
to Reduce Childhood Obesity 
Obesity is fast becoming the leading cause of preventable death 
in the United States, contributing to a wide variety of chronic illnesses, 
including diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and hypertension. 
Childhood obesity, according to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, has nearly doubled during the past decade, with 
one in four school -a ge children weighing 30 percent more than 
the ideal weight for their height and age. 
In response, CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield (CareFirst) funded the Fit 
N Fun and Physically Healthy Driven (PHO) initiatives of theYMCAs 
of Central Maryland and Metropolitan Washington . Both programs 
use exercise and nutrition to help kids and their families become 
more physically active and motivated while improving their overall 
physical and attitudinal health. 
Exercise in the form of games, challenges and fun activities gets 
children ages 6 to 12 excited about becoming fit, while increasing 
their strength , flexibility, endurance and overall body composition . 
Participants are monitored though pre- and post-assessments to 
determine their overall fitness and nutritional gains. 
CareFirst's funding also supports the YMCA's mobile health and 
fitness units - including an RV-style vehicle that travels to schools, 
health fairs and special events and features an interactive gym, 
rock-climbing wall, health assessment equipment and nutrition 
corner. 
Since 2008, nearly 4,400 children have participated in the Fit N Fun 
and PHO after-school programs, demonstrating measurable improve-
ments in body mass index, flexibility, muscular endurance and cardio 
fitness. Another 76,260 children and adults have benefited from the 
programs at summer camps and community events. 
www.carefirstcommitment.com 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts 
Aligning Forces for Quality (AF40) 
The miss ion of Blue Cross and Blue Sh ield of 
Massachusetts (BCBSMA) is to put its members' 
health first . However, recognizing that healthcare 
is only as good as the system del iver ing it, 
BCBSMA entered into a key co llabo ra tio n to 
improve care de li very. 
Aligning Forces I Improving Health and Health Care in 
for Quality Communities Across Greater Boston 
An 1nit1ative of the Greater Boston Quality Coalition and the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation. 
In 2010, t he Greater Boston area was awa rded an Aligning Forces for Quality (AF4Q ) g rant by the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundati on t o li ft the overall qu ality of hea lthcare in targeted comm unities, reduce ra cial and ethnic 
dispari t ies and prov id e m odels fo r nat ional refo rm. 
As part of thi s effo rt, BCBSMA is a suppo rter ofTh e Greater Boston Quality Coalition , a col laborative led by 
Massachusetts Health Quali ty Partn ers, the Eastern Massachusetts Healthcare Initiative (EMHI ) and the Boston 
Public Health Commissi o n to create sustained improvement in the area 's healthcare system . 
The group has been wo rki ng to prioritize AF4Q areas fo r v ariation ana lysis by condition and/or Emergency 
Department use . It al so provides medical groups w ith variation reports for discussion and quality-improvement 
oppo rtunities to targ et best-pract ice solut ions. 
The co llabo rat iv e aim s to red uce high rates of non-urgent Emergency Department and reduce preventable Emergency 
Department visits, hosp ital ad m issio ns and readm issions for patients with Ambulatory Sensitive Conditions. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Massachusetts Foundation Catalyst Fund 
Cata lyst Fund 
The Catalyst Fund, created in 2002, is a mini-grant program dedicated to help Massachusetts nonprofit organizations 
expand access to healthcare. The fund is a collaboration between the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts 
Foundation and empl oyees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts and consists entirely of employee contri-
butions . One hundred percent of the associate contributions are used for grants to local communities . 
Since its founding, the Fu nd has awarded more than 250 grants to more t han 170 nonprofit organizations across 
Massachusetts to support non-ope rating expenses. Community organi zat ions often use the grants to hire consultants, 
purchase equipment such as computers and printers, or to support organ izationa l p lann ing or training processes . 
The Fund provides assistance to smaller nonprofits, increases the number and diversity of nonprofits supported by 
the Foundation and raises the capacity of community health centers, free clinics and community-based organizations 
to serve those in need of heal th access. In 2010,the Foundation awarded 46 grants totaling the most funding awarded 
in its history and 33 percent of 2010 grants went to first-time grantees. 
+{VJ +v 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blu e Shi eld Association 
www.bluecrossma.com 
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Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan 
Building Healthy Communities: Engaging 
Elementary Schools and Community Partners 
Today 31 percent of Michigan youth are overweight or obese, 
and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan is working to significantly 
reduce that number by promoting healthy lifestyles . 
The Michigan Blues developed a school-based program designed 
to improve nutrition and encourage physical fitness for elementary 
school students, staff and parents. The program, Building Healthy 
Communities: Engaging Elementary Schools and Community 
Partners, has awarded funding to 63 schools since 2009, affecting 
approximately 24,200 at-risk children statewide. 
Students at Eisenhower Elementary School 
in Flint, Mich., exercise while learning. 
The Building Healthy Communities program works to reduce childhood obesity through a comprehensive, collabora-
tive approach that addresses the root causes of weight gain among most children. The Building Healthy Communities 
model targets elementary schools and provides a "toolbox" of health and physical education information, resources 
and recommended activities to provide the critical intervention needed for behavior modification. 
The major outcome of the 2009 Building Healthy Communities program represents an ongoing positive change in 
students' knowledge, attitudes and activities, as measured by pre- and post-intervention surveys. Analysis of 2010 
pre- and post-intervention surveys is underway. 
Adult foster care cook staff at a nutrition 
and cooking class at Gleaners Community 
Food Bank, one of Blue Cross Blue Shield 
of Michigan Foundation 's project partners 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation 
Detroit-Wayne County Partnerships 
for Integrated Care 
Among Detroit residents with severe mental illness, nearly three-quarters 
have at least one chronic physical health condition and more than half 
have two or more chronic conditions. 
The Detroit-Wayne County Partnerships for Integrated Care provides 
adult well-being services that integrate mental and physical care. The 
project is designed to improve health outcomes for 200 Medicaid-eligible 
adults with severe mental illness and additional chronic health conditions. 
The Integrated Care and Health Project is jointly funded by the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and five additional Detroit-area 
philanthropic organizations. 
The project includes an interdisciplinary mobile care team composed of a registered nurse, a peer support specialist 
and a mental health case manager to provide physical, mental and preventive healthcare services. The team creates 
a system of care for patients living in adult foster care homes and provides social support through nutrition education 
and classes in healthy food preparation. An exercise component is under development. 
Blue Shield +. V Blue Cross 00 ~ of M;ch;gac 
A nonprofit corporation and independent licensee 




Blue Cmss Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation 
bcbsm.com/foundation 
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Community health workers help underserved 
communities connect with the healthcare system. 
A Hmong women 's group 
provides opportunities to 
share and learn new skills. 
Strong social 
connections sup-
port good health. 
+" f?~~~;ti;~ 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota 
Foundation 
HealthyTogether: Creating Community 
with New Americans 
Minnesota is home to the country's largest Somali and second-largest 
Hmong and Liberian populations - most of them political refugees. 
One in 10 households speaks a language other than English at home, 
and fully integrating into the community can be difficult. Recognizing 
this, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota Foundation funds 
the Healthy Together program, an immigrant health initiative with 
three primary focus areas: 
Mental health and social adjustment: Improve access to culturally 
appropriate mental health services. Funding helps providers adopt 
culturally competent approaches to prevention, diagnosis and treat-
ment and addresses barriers to appropriate and timely mental health 
services. 
Promote two-way integration: Enable immigrants to learn skills and 
acquire tools to help them fully participate in community life. Projects 
that have contributed to physical , social and economic improvements 
in their communities include community gardens, soccer fields, new 
or refurbished physical structures and new or expanded community 
celebrations . 
Strengthen immigrant-led organizations: Help immigrant organi -
zations improve their governance, management and finances and 
increase their ability to work effectively in partnership with other 
organizations. These organizations often are the first and most trusted 
sources of assistance for immigrants and refugees. 
www.bcbsmnfoundation.org 
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The lessons learned from this five-year 
initiative will be incorporated into a 
new initiative to be launched in late 
2011, featuring an expanded focus on 
social connectedness as a determinant 
of health . 
INVESTING IN AMERICA'S HEALTH 
Residents of Hernando, Miss. enjoy healthy 
living through a community garden and 
walking track. 
Tupelo, Miss. earned a " Healthy Hometown " 
grant to support programs like the Tupelo 
Farmer 's Market and safe bicycle riding 
initiative. 
+~ Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi Foundation 
A Subsidiary of Blu e Cross&, Blue Shield of l\li ss iss ippi . 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi 
Foundation 
Healthy Hometown Awards 
The Healthy Hometown Awards program, established in 2010 by the 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi Foundation, encourages and 
rewards communities that are working to become healthier places to 
live and work. The winning municipalities are those that have demon-
strated the highest level of commitment to forming a healthy culture . 
Grants are awarded in each the following categories: 
• Large town: 15,000 or more residents. 
• Medium town: 5,001 - 14,999 residents. 
• Small town: Fewer than 5,000 residents. 
A grant was awarded to the healthiest town in Mississippi, and any 
size town could win. Applications are reviewed and scored by a panel 
of out-of-state judges chosen by the Blue Cross & Blue Shield of 
Mississippi Foundation for their health and wellness expertise. Grant 
awards must be used to further the municipality's health and wellness 
efforts. 
To be considered a Healthy Hometown, applicants must have 
a tobacco-free ordinance in place, demonstrate leadership and 
involvement in the promoti on of exercise and nutrition within 
the community and have school policies that promote healthy 
lifestyles for students. 
The winning municipalities for 2010 were announced in June 
at the Mississippi Municipal League Convention in Biloxi . 
The City of Hernando was named "Healthiest Hometown in 
Mississippi;' and the City of Tupelo received a grant for being 
named a "Healthy Hometown." 
In response to the program, municipalities are pursuing tobacco and 
bike safety helmet ordinances, building walking tracks and organizing 
5K runs and health and wellness committees. 
The Healthy Hometown Awards is a clear strategic fit with the 
Foundation's mission to improve the health of Mississippians. 
www.healthiermississippi .org 
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Monthly cooking demonstrations byTMC 
Executive Chef and his culinary team. 
The TMC van drives to community sites 
and businesses - bringing customers 
to and from the Market. 
-m-, BlueCross BlueShield of Kansas City 
,, n I ndcpendent Li cen see of th e Hluc Cross 
and Hluc Shield Associa li on 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas City 
Healthy Harvest Market and 
Beans and Greens Mobile Van 
One of the biggest issues facing the Kansas City community is the 
limited access to affordable and nutritious food for people living in 
lower income neighborhoods and communities, sometimes known 
as food deserts. Realizing that good nutrition is an essential building 
b lock to better health, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas City 
partnered with several community leaders to bring healthy food 
to these food deserts . The resu Its were the Healthy Harvest Market 
and Beans and Greens Mobile Market Van. 
The Market featured many exciting components including: 
• Fresh locally grown produce at wholesale prices. 
• Fresh baked goods. 
• Healthy recipes. 
• Cooking demonstrations. 
• Nutrition literature and healthy living tips from registered 
dietitians and wellness experts. 
The Beans and Greens Van picks up food from 14 community 
farmers' markets and distributes it to multiple neighborhoods 
based on need. Both offer a dollar-for-dollar match for people 
paying with SNAP (food stamps) cards for foods like fresh 
vegetables, fruit, meats and cheeses. 
In 2010, the Healthy Harvest Market increased its customer base 
by 25 percent. One local market that participates in Beans and 
Greens increased its sales to SNAP card users from $7,000 in 2009 
to $62,000 in 2010. 
www.bluekc.com 
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Th e Beans and Greens Mobile 
M arket Van delivers food to food 
deserts, giving more Kansas 
citizens access to fresh produce 
and health y foods. 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana 
Wake Up Your Life 
Through its Wake Up Your Life campaign, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Montana (BCBSMT) funds national, statewide and local organizations 
dedicated to health and wellness, civic and community events, 
human services, education, arts and culture. 
In 2010, more than 180 organizations around the state received 
monetary and in-kind contributions, including the University of 
Montana Foundation Endowed Chair in Cardiovascular Sciences, 
Susan G. Komen Foundation, Big Sky State Games, Montana Pro-
fessional Teaching Foundation and Montana hospital foundations. 
BCBSMT's corporate giving culminated with the Holiday Hero 
sponsorship at the lntermountain Festival ofTrees, for which its 
entry won the President's Choice award. 
~O\\R\i\e· 
BCBSMT employees contributed more than 1,000 hours of volunteer time, raised more than 10,000 pounds of food 
for food banks around Montana and donated in-kind printing services to organizations statewide. 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana Foundation for 
Healthy Montanans and The Caring Foundation of Montana 
Healthy Lifestyle Grant Program 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana (BCBSMT) Foundation for Healthy Montanans awarded grants to nonprofit 
Montana organizations, schools, universities and public health institutions in 2010. The Foundation's m ission is to fund 
programs in the state that promote healthy lifestyles and improve health. 
Participants in Montana 's oldest marathon, the 
Governor's Cup, which also includes a 10K, 5K 
and a one-mile fun run . 
Because childhood obesity creates significant long-term health problems 
and the number of overweight Montana children and adolescents con-
tinues to increase, the Foundation largely focuses on programs aimed 
at reducing childhood obesity. 
Other funded programs address healthcare issues, including aware-
ness of health education, increasing children 's access to physical 
activity, low-cost and no-cost healthcare programs, improving access 
to primary care and cancer screening. 
The Caring Foundation of Montana was established in 1992 by 
BCBSMT along with Montana physicians and hospita ls. Its mission 
is to identify critical unmet healthcare needs of disadvantaged children 
in Montana and provide financial support for access to quality care . 
In 2010, The Foundation provided funding for dental se rvices for children enrolled in the Healthy 
Montana Kids program . Most notably, The Foundation raised funds by hosting Montana 's 
oldest marathon, the Governor's Cup, which also includes a 10K, 5K and a one-mile fun run . .ffl..fn} BlueCross 
TV BlueShield 
+ " BlueCross BlueShield , ofMontana Live Smart. Live Healthy. ~i.<~MJ1~ccfih-t>(;,<,~<1f''..', ._~;,_.,~!• ,1,J_.,,,,. • 
<l''"!;e,: .. ,>Q..-,,1 •.-!~..t(r/2,,,.f ,1,,p;,,j,.- ' """""'"' e!u-
www.bcbsmt.com www.bcbsmt.com/Pages/a boutuscha rita ble .aspx 
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An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associat ion 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska 
BlueHealth Advantage Wellness Grant Program 
As a Nebraska-based company, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Nebraska (BCBSNE) believes it's their responsibility to be an active 
member of the communities in which it serves and where its customers 
live and work. By contributing to organizations throughout the state 
BCBSNE helps support programs and initiatives that build healthier 
communities. In turn, BCBSNE is living its mission to deliver the 
health and wellness solutions people value most. 
To deliver on this mission, in 2008 BCBSNE developed the BlueHealth 
Advantage Wellness Grant program to improve the health and wellness 
of people living in Nebraska communities. BCBSNE budgeted 10 per-
cent of its charitable-giving dollars to rural communities for a greater 
statewide market presence. The program asks for organizations to 
submit information about an initiative or program in their community 
that focuses on: 
• Wellness, nutrition and fitness programs. 
• Diabetes education. 
• Childhood obesity. 
• Tobacco cessation. 
• Health and wellness disparities/underserved populations. 
• Prevention and early detection of disease. 
BCBSNE is in its fourth year of the BlueHealth Advantage 
Wellness Grant program. During the past three years, 20 
Nebraska communities have received 25 BlueHealth Advantage 
Wellness Grants. The program is having a positive 
impact throughout Nebraska, and BCBSNE looks 
forward to continuing to impact lives in a healthy 
and positive manner. 
The Grand Island CATCH Kids Club, which 
promotes physical activity and nutrition, 
is able to present members with bicycles 
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A well-educated nursing workforce is 
essential to meet increasingly demanding 
health care needs. 
H . 11111 or1zon .. +tV 
The Hori~on Foundation for Yeu ' Jersey 
The Horizon Foundation for New Jersey 
Nursing Academic Resou rce Center 
of New Jersey 
A well-educated nursing workforce is essential to meet today's health 
care challenges of an aging population, chronic disease prevalence 
and anticipated demand due to health care reform. However, a low 
percentage of New Jersey's more than 110,000 nurses have advanced 
degrees. Therefore, it is crucial to assist nurses as they pursue higher 
education to deliver quality health care services. 
The Nursing Academic Resource Center of New Jersey provides 
assessment and skill-building tools to help nurses complete their 
advanced degrees. Focus areas include assistance in improving 
academic research and writing skills to successfully transition from 
a former strictly clinical experience. 
The Center operates virtually via computer and will serve a minimum 
of 1,000 students at nine nursing schools: Fairleigh Dickinson 
University, Kean University, Monmouth University, Richard Stockton 
College, Rutgers University, Seton Hall University, The College 
of New Jersey, University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey 
and William Paterson University. The New Jersey Nursing Initiative 
at the New Jersey Chamber of Commerce Foundation developed 
and runs the Center. To date, 474 students are registered and using 
the program at the nine schools . 
The Nursing Academic Resource Center of New Jersey is a two-
year project that began Sept. 1, 2010. The Horizon Foundation 
for New Jersey is the lead funder of a New Jersey funding 
collaborative. It also secured a matching grant from the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation and Northwest Health Foundation Partners 
Investing in Nursing's Future national program. Other New Jersey 
funders are: The Healthcare Foundation of New Jersey, Johnson 
& Johnson, F.M. Kirby Foundation, The Provident Bank Foundation, 
The Edward W. and Stella C. Van Houten Memorial Fund at Wells Fargo 
National Bank and Verizon Foundation of New Jersey. 
www.hor izonblue.com/foundation 
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BlueCross BlueShield of Western New York 
Helping Our Heroes 
The eight counties of Western NewYork are home to more than 70,000 veterans and their families - nearly one in 
every 15 residents is a veteran or reservist. Stories of the struggles facing veterans as they transition back to civilian 
life inspired BlueCross BlueShield of Western New York (BCBSWNY) to be a source of information and resources for 
area veterans and their families. 
Through Helping Our Heroes, BCBSWNY is leading a collaboration of corporate, philanthropic and healthcare 
organizations to create a regional one-stop Veteran Outreach Center. The outreach center provides a range of 
services to veterans and their families, including but not limited to financial assessment assistance, job training, 
healthcare and counseling. In addition to the outreach center, Helping Our Heroes establishes outreach centers 
around the community to bring services to veterans in the places where they live and work. 
Much-needed funding was provided by BlueCross BlueShield employees, the Buffalo Sabres of the National Hockey 
League, as well as in-kind donations of human capital, facilities, strategic planning and healthcare services to aid in 
the development of Helping Our Heroes in its first year. 
... 
BlueCross BlueShield 
of \'Vester~ Ne,~ Yo,, 
honored to support 
our heroes ., 
BlueCross BlueShield 
f Western Ne\..., York 
honored to support our heroes 
and their families . 
•• BlueCross BlueShield 
healthy changes everything. 
An Independent Licensee of the Blu e Cross and Bl ue Shield Associat ion www.bcbswny.com 
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Iraq War Veteran and 
Purple Heart Recipient, 
CEO of Western New York 
Heroes and Helping Our 
Heroes partner, Chris 
Kreiger and his family. 
MEDICAL ORDERS FOR 
LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT 
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Dr. Patricia Bomba, Excel/us BlueCross BlueShield's 
vice president and medical director, Geriatrics, has 
led the development and implementation of several 
initiatives in upstate New York that have raised 
awareness of the importance of completing advance 
care directives. She was a keynote speaker at a 
Southern Tier Center on Aging seminar, where she 
presented an award to a local caregiver for compas-
sionate care given at an individual's end of life . 
Excell us +.'® 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Sh ield Association 
Excellus BlueCross BlueShield 
Medical Orders for Life-Sustai ningTreatment, 
a Community-wide End-of-life/Palliative Care 
Initiative 
Excellus BlueCross BlueShield (Excellus) enables individuals nearing 
the end of life to receive quality care that honors the ir clea rly stated 
preferences, while also supporting their families. Initiatives include 
healthcare proxies, advance care planning and the Medical Orders 
for Life-Sustaining Treatment (MOLST) to encourage family 
discussion. The MOLST, for seriously ill patients, defines treatment 
preferences based on patients' goals for care and follows them 
through the healthcare system. Excellus collaborates w ith community 
coalitions statewide and nationally. 
Since 2001, Excellus has led the development and implementation 
of the MOLST. Partnering with the New York State Department of 
Health in 2004, the movement intensified with passage of the Family 
Health Care Decisions Act (FHCDA) in 2010. The CompassionAndSup-
port.org website provides information to families and healthcare 
professionals for discussion and documentation of end-of-life 
wishes. The educational series, Community Conversations on 
Compassionate Care, has helped thousands of New Yorkers 
complete their own, and assist with their loved ones' advance 
care directives. 
In 2010, the following milestones were achieved: 
• Launched MOLST Statewide Implementation Team . 
• Aligned MOLST with FHCDA. 
• Developed and streamlined MOLST instructions/checklists 
and documentation forms for providers. 
• Developed eMOLST, an electronic version. 
• Developed checklists for adult and minor patients and for 
persons with developmental disabilities without medical 
decision-making capacity. 
• Revised advance care planning booklet to include 
the new MOLST. 
• Launched webinars. 
www.excellusbcbs.com 
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina 
CommunityWORKS 
If just one person can make a difference in a community, then what can 4,000 
people do when focused on giving back to the neighborhoods where they 
work and live? Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC) 
decided to find out when it launched CommunityWORKS during National 
Volunteer Week in April 2010. CommunityWORKS is BCBSNC's coordinated 
effort to promote, track and record employee volunteer activities. 
In 2010, BCBSNC employees volunteered more than 20,000 hours 
completing projects such as: 
• Building two homes through Habitat for Humanity. 
• Constructing a playground with Ka BOOM!. 
• Staffing North Carolina's CARE Clinic, a one-day free clinic held at 
the Charlotte Convention Center, providing care for 1,100 uninsured. 
• Donating 500 units of blood. 
• Shaving their heads to raise money in support of breast cancer research. 
comm 'OR¥$ 
Hammers in hand, employees frame 
a local family 's Habitat for Humanity 
house in one of BCBSNC's parking lots . 
CommunityWORKS also encourages individual volunteerism by offering each employee 
four hours of Paid Time Off to carry out volunteer activities throughout the year. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina Foundation 
Lessons in Good Health 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC) Foundation 
believes that promoting a healthy lifestyle for adolescents lays a foundation 
for the rest of their lives. In 2008, the BCBSNC Foundation invested in 
a rural North Carolina middle school to pilot MATCH (Motivating Adolescents 
with Technology to Choose Health), a 16-week cross-curricular wellness 
program to improve weight status as well as end of grade test performance 
- demonstrating the connection between healthy and successful students. 
MATCH incorporates powerful tools across all class subjects . Although 
based in the science and healthful living curriculum, MATCH institutes 
a holistic app.roach where students participate in coordinated lesson 
plans in other core classes. 
Students participating in the MATCH 
program at Williamston Middle School 
in Williamston, N.C. 
Program results have been encouraging: 66 percent of children in the pilot showed an improvement in BMI z-score 
at the end of the program. As an indicator that real behavior change is taking place, 42 percent of the overweight 
participants in the MATCH program have moved to a healthy weight in one year. 
+'1 
BlueCross BlueShield 
of North Carolina 
An independent licensee of ihe Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoc1at1on 
www.bcbsnc.com 
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Caring for Children 
North Dak:ota Caring Founqation, Inc. 
+v 
BlueCross BlueShield 
of North Dakota 
An i nd epe nd enl li censee of lhe 
Blu e Cross mid Blu e Shi eld Association 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Dakota 
Caring for Children 
In North Dakota there are more than 12,000 uninsured chi ldren. To 
address this problem, the North Dakota Caring Foundation , founded 
in 1989 by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Dakota (BCBSND), 
developed the Caring for Children program. Caring for Children 
addresses the unmet need of primary and preventive medical, dental 
and mental healthcare coverage for children from families that do 
not qualify for government-funded programs but cannot afford to 
purchase private insurance. 
The mission of Caring for Children is to identify and enroll eligible 
uninsured children in North Dakota, linking them to participating 
healthcare providers to give them the primary and preventive health 
and dental care they need . The program serves uninsured children 
from birth up to age 19 whose families meet income guidelines 
of 161 percent through 200 percent of the Federal Poverty Level. 
BCBSND donates all administrative costs associated with the Caring 
for Children program as an in-kind donation. This means 100 percent 
of all contributions directly serve enrolled children. 
Caring for Children is a proven solution for uninsured children 
in the state. In the past 22 years, Caring for Children has provided 
access to medical and dental coverage for more than 7,000 children 
statewide. Without this program, these children may have been 
without coverage, which could have resulted in a lack of preventive 
and primary care and put them at risk for more serious health 
problems. 
www. ndcari ng .org 
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Regence 
Community Partner Organization Program 
Launched in 2008, The Community Partner Organization 
(CPO) program is the cornerstone of Regence's philanthropy 
work, which provides significant multi-year financial and 
in-kind volunteer support to a select group of nonprofit 
organizations throughout its four-state region. 
Regence seeks to align with established nonprofits that have 
strong visibility, a clear vision, are results driven and focus 
on improving the health and well-being of people throughout 
its region. Effective program attributes include: significant 
financial and in-kind volunteer support; technical assistance; 
board member leadership; and opportunities to motivate 
Regence employees to engage and become volunteers. 
In addition to financial support, in 2010 Regence donated more 
than 3,800 employee volunteer hours to support 15 nonprofit 
Regence CPO support includes an emphasis 
on employee volunteerism. 
partners through the CPO program. With multi-year support, Regence nonprofit partners reported increased capacity 
to build effective programs and provide vital services that meet specific and critical needs to two million people in 
communities throughout its region. 
The Regence Foundation 
Sojourns® Pathway Program 
The Regence Foundation partners with nonprofit organizations 
in Idaho, Oregon, Utah and Washington to build healthier 
communities and transform healthcare. 
An important part of that mission is the Sojourns Pathway 
Program, which advances palliative care through grants, 
training and technical assistance for nonprofit hospitals and 
community organizations. 
Through those hospital and community partnerships, Sojourns aims 
PALLIAT I VE C ARE : A BRIDGE TO C OMFORT 
~'el Regence ~'V/' FoundatK>n 
A Sojourns program booklet that 
examines the state of palliative care. 
to help people with life-threatening illnesses access high-quality palliative 
care wherever they live. The program also seeks to reduce patients' pain and suffering, improve patients' 
and family members' satisfaction with overall care and integrate palliative care with local healthcare systems. 
Research shows both doctors and patients lack knowledge of, or have difficulty discussing, treatment goals and 
choices in general. To address such challenges, The Regence Foundation created the Sojourns Award to recognize 
leaders in the field of palliative and end-of-life care. In 2010, five awards were given to physicians who have shown 
remarkable compassion and leadership in advancing the issue of palliative and end-of-life care. 
r§II) Regence 
An Independent Licensee of the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associat ion . www.regence.com 
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Partners pictured at The LifeCenter are, left to right, 
Steven P Johnson, Susquehanna Health president 
& CEO; Donald J. Leathers, M.D. , immediate past 
president of the Susquehanna Health medical 
staff; and Blue Cross of Northeastern Pennsylvania 
representatives Cynthia A. Yevich, senior director, 
Corporate Affairs; Kevin Brennan, vice president, 
Provider Operations; and Leo M . Hartz, M.D., 
MHM, vice president and chief medical officer. 
Main entrance to The LifeCenter, a health and 
wellness storefront inside The Lycoming Mall. 
.,L BlueCross 
-T ~:d~~e~~~=~f!:~u~~ss~n;~e1!~1r~:i~:1ia 
®Registered Mark of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoc1at1on 
Blue Cross of Northeastern Pennsylvania 
The LifeCente r: A Health Improvement 
Partnership 
Blue Cross of Northeastern Penn sy lvania (BCNEPA) and Susquehanna 
Health, a leading healthcare system in north central Pennsylvania , 
joined together in 2007 as partners in The LifeCenter. This health 
and wellness storefront in The Lycom ing Mall offers special events, 
wellness education for all ages and free or reduced cost health 
screenings for the general public. 
The LifeCenter includes an extensive health library, Internet-equipped 
PCs, a flat screen television, a multipurpose meeting room and a private 
exam room for consultations. In 2010, more than 33,300 individual 
interactions were recorded, with 2,800 consumers logged as first-time 
visitors. 
Qualified clinical LifeCenter staff offers: 
• Regular health screenings such as glucose testing, cataract and 
glaucoma screening, asthma screening, infant weight checks, 
BMI checks, and checking risk factors for stroke, colon cancer 
and osteoporosis. 
• Educational seminars on health conditions such as diabetes, 
asthma, heart disease, COPD and colorectal cancers. 
• Various participatory activities including: 
Healthy cooking demonstrations. 
- A walking program for seniors. 
Individual consults on stress reduction , healthy eating, 
and lowering cholesterol. 
Breast cancer education through BCNEPA's Gallery of Hope. 
"This partnership for prevention complements our mission of 
improving the health status of those we se rve;' says Dr. Leo M. Hartz, 
vice president and chief medical officer, BCNEPA. " We believe the 
free screenings, classes and programs at The LifeCenter encourage 
individuals to take a more active role in their health:' 
www.bcnepa.com 
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Capital BlueCross Chairman and CEO Bill Lehr 
(center) rallies walkers during the Harrisburg 
ADA Step Out Walk for Diabetes Oct. 3, 2070. 
ADA Youth Ambassador Audrey 
Wierzbicki, right, dances with 
her brother, Ben, during opening 
ceremonies at the Harrisburg 
Step Out Walk for Diabetes event. 
Capital BlueCross employees and 
friends perform warm-up exercises 
before beginning the ADA Step Out 




An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoc1abon 
Capital BlueCross 
A CompanyThat Cares More: Diabetes 
Awareness and Prevention 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, diabetes 
is the fastest growing disease in the United States, the seventh leading 
cause of death, and affects 25.8 million people in the country. Through 
a variety of initiatives, Capital BlueCross is strongly committed to the 
fight against this chronic condition. 
Diabetes Condition Management Program 
Capital BlueCross developed an adult and a pediatric Diabetes 
Condition Management Program in collaboration with McKesson 
Health Solutions. LLC. Members with diabetes receive telephonic 
health coaching and educational materials designed to support a 
healthy lifestyle. A diabetes web page on capbluecross.com provides 
additional resources such as nutritional and fitness information, 
interactive materials and links to other helpful websites. 
Step Out Walk to Fight Diabetes 
In October 2010, Capital BlueCross joined the American Diabetes 
Association's (ADA) Step Out Walk to Fight Diabetes, the ADA's signa-
ture national fund raising walk to raise awareness about diabetes and 
to help fund research for a cure. As corporate chair for the Harrisburg, 
Pa., event, Capital BlueCross Chairman and CEO Bill Lehr collaborated 
with the ADA to develop a Capital BlueCrossTeam and recruit other 
local companies to form teams and gather local sponsors. 
The event far exceeded fundraising and participation goals. Out of 
6,650 teams that participated nationally, Team Capital BlueCross came 
in sixth place in funds raised . With 112 teams and 1,039 walkers, close 
www.capbluecross.com 
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to one out of every 
five walkers at the 
Harrisburg event was 
a Capital BlueCross 
employee, friend or 
relative. 
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(')~ <ffiGHMARK. 
/\WALK 
FOR A HEALTHY COMMUNITY 
Organizationf Unite to Make a l>ifference 
Walkers helped to make the 2010 Highmark Walk 
for a Healthy Community a success. 
Volunteers play an important role in 
the success of the event. 
·~ - - -
HIGHMJ\RK® 
Blue Cross Blue Shield 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 
Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield 
The HighmarkWalk for a Healthy Community 
The Highmark Walk for a Healthy Community unites nearly 11 ,000 
walkers from communities across Highmark Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield's 49-county service region in raising funds fo r mo re t ha n 100 
local nonprofit organizations. Since 2003, this event has en erg ized 
community members to engage in health and wellness act ivi ties 
while providing much-needed financial support for th e mi ss ions 
of local service agencies. The agencies benefit in other ways 
as well - The Walk brings them higher visibility, which trans lates 
into increased donations and more volunteers. 
In 2010, results of The Highmark Walk for a Healthy Commu nity w ere: 
• 5,000 walkers raised money for 58 organizations in Pittsburgh . 
• 2,500 walkers raised money for 27 organizations in Erie. 
• 2,200 walkers raised money for 35 organizations in Harrisburg . 
• 1,200 walkers raised money for 23 organizations in Bethlehem . 
Since the inception of the Highmark Walk for a Healthy Community 
in 2003, more than 150 nonprofit organizations have benefited from 
participating in the event and collectively have raised nearly $3 .5 
million. Highmark underwrites 100 percent of the cost associated 
with the walk and handles all of the logistics and planning , includ ing 
marketing and public relations, prizes, refreshments, entertainment 
www.highmark.com 
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and T-shirts . All funds donated by walkers are 
given directly to participating organizations 
to support their programming needs. 
The event continues to grow. Highma rk 
is pleased to we lcome the city of Johnstown 
and its local health and human service 
agencies to the 2011 walk . 
Participants may choose fro m 
a varie ty of healthy snacks 
after they complete the walk. 





An Ind ependent Licensee of the Blu e Cross and Blue Shield Association 
Independence Blue Cross 
Chronic Care Initiative 
Since 2007, Independence Blue Cross has provided financial and 
tactical support to Pennsylvania's Chronic Care Initiative, a statewide 
pilot, to transform primary care delivery to the patient-centered 
medical home model of care. 
Patient-centered medical homes are known for providing better-
organized and accessible care that is more efficient and respectful 
of patients' values and cultures. Delivering care in this way has 
proven to be more effective, especially for individuals 
and families dealing with chronic health conditions. 
In 2011, Independence Blue Cross expanded its support 
for improvements to primary care by offering financial 
incentives to all network primary care practices transi-
tioning to become patient-centered medical homes. 
Comparing Pennsylvania patients in medical home 
practices to non-medical home patients, research 
shows improvement in the following clinical outcomes: 
• 50 percent more had well-controlled diabetes . 
• 70 percent more had well-controlled cholesterol. 
• 38 percent more had well-controlled blood pressure. 
In addition, two-thirds more children with asthma 
established a personalized asthma action plan with their physician and 
are better prepared to intervene to prevent a serious asthma attack. 
W ith Independence Blue Cross's leadership, this initiative dramatically 
improved practice performance and patient engagement, resulting 
in Pennsylvania 's selection in 2010 as part of the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid 's (CMS) Medicare Advanced Primary Care Demonstration, 
a program that enables Medicare to join Medicaid and private insurers 








A ccreditation Coordinator 
Un iversity District Hospital 
Ill TRIPLE-S SALUD .' 
BlueCross BlueShield of Puer to Ri co 
Triple-S Salud 
Opportunities for Bette r Care 
Hospital Quality Incentive Program 
Hospitals are complex operations that present numerous opportuni-
ties for quality improvements. The Triple-S Salud Hospital Program 
of Incentives for Quality (PICH) adopted Lean Six Sigma practices 
to address core Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 
measures including heart attack, congestive heart failure , pneumonia, 
and surgical care. 
Each participating hospital selected an official to be certified as 
a Green Belt in Lean practices to lead the improvement program . 
Patient data was collected from the time of admission to time of 
discharge, and engineering students from the Polytechnic University 
of Puerto Rico analyzed hospital operations. 
Ashford Presbyterian Hospital achieved 10 percent compliance in key 
measures including discontinuing the use of prophylactic antibiotics 
within 24 hours after surgery. Further improvements 
include a 15 percent reduction in pneumonia cases, 
streamlining pre-admissions processes, and improving 
an average of 35 percent in all benchmarks within 
surgical care. 
The University District Hospital found some of the neediest 
and most acutely sick patients had no place to go after 
discharge, with some staying at the hospital for weeks 
or months taking up scarce beds, risking infections and 
costing the hospital hundreds of thousands of dollars 
per year. Using Lean Six Sigma tools, nurses, doctors 
and socials workers formed a team to tend to these 
patients with just two beds, generating savings and 
freeing up scarce resources. 
Starting in 2008 with five hospitals, PICH now has 15 
hospitals in the program . 
A n Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association www.ssspr.com 
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of Rhode Island 
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Association 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhode Island 
Shape Up Rhode Island 
Blue Cross & Blue Shi eld of Rhod e Island (BCBSRI) challenged the 
state of Rhode Island to shape up. And that 's exactly what happened 
with Shape Up Rhode Island, a prog ram funded by BCBSRI, 
developed by Brown University Medical School student Rajiv Kumar 
and founded on the belief that healthy living lies in the power of 
teamwork and peer support. 
In 2010, 10,543 participants joined 1,350 teams, losing an average 
6.9 pounds and 1.1 body mass index (BMI) po ints. Additionally, 752 
part icipants lowered their BMI status from obese to overw eight o r 
from overweight to hea lthy weight. Participants tracked their weight, 
nutrition, exercise and pedometer steps online during a 12-week 
period in the spring o r an eight-week period in the summer (Summer 
Shape Up RI). 
A decrease in an indiv idual's BMI status is associated with a decrease 
in medical claims, ranging from $250 to more than $1 ,7001. A 1-point 
decrease in BMI is associated with a $202.30 decrease in medical and 
pharmaceutical claims costs over one year2 . 
During the 2010 Shape Up RI program , a combined decrease of 
7,255.6 BMI points among all participants translated to an estimated 
cost savings of $1,467,808. Other cost savings can be realized 
through decreased absenteeism, fewer workers' compensation 
cla ims and increased productivity, morale and retention. 
1 Cost per risk level, Dr. Dee Edington, University of Michigan, 2004 . 
2 Association of Healthcare Costs With Per Unit Body Mass Index Increase, Dr. Dee 
Edington, American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, 2006. 
www.bcbsri .com 
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Let's Go Get fit PLEDGE 
The best way to start eating smart and moving more is to make 
a pledge to yourseK to make positive changes everyday. 
Simple and small 1aestyle changes can add up to make a big 
difference in how you look and feel. Simple things indude: 
• take a 10 minute walk after dinner each evening 
• park at the furthest end of the parking lot 
• cut back on sodas and other sweetened beverages 
• join a group fitness class 
• plant a garden 
By taking the Let's Go Get Fit pledge, you're committing 
to yourself and to your friends and family that you're taking 
control of your health. You're saying "I pledge to start eating 
smart and moving more everyday!" 
As part of your pledge, aim for at least: 
• 30 minutes of physical activity most days of the week 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
South Carolina Foundation 
Eat Smart, Move More Coll eton County 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South Carolina Foundation wants 
to reduce childhood obesity. However, considering there are few 
examples of significant success in reducing childhood obesity on 
a broad scale, the Foundation's concern was ensuring they invested 
in this area wisely. 
"After much discussion with our state's experts on this topic, we 
decided that we wanted to invest in a model that would target 
multiple areas throughout a community to create an environment 
that supports healthy eating and active living;' says Jennifer 
Du Mont, senior research consultant and grant manager for the 
Foundation. "By incorporating schools, the physical environment, 
worksites, faith groups, child care centers and food sources (such 
as grocery stores, restaurants and farmer's markets) in the over-
all plan, we believe this can be a model program for addressing 
Let's Go Get Fit! 
is a communR:y•wide challenge for 
everyone in Colleton County 
to live a healthier lifestyle. As part of our 
Let's Go! Campaign, we're inviting you 
to make a commi' - - • t-n. AatinQ smart and 
• 5 servings of fruit and vegetables every day. 
The Let 's Go Get Fit pledge is about empowering yourself 
to eat smart, move more and to have fun at the same time. 
Register online now at www.letsgosc.org. 
childhood obesity." 
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South 
Carolina Foundation selected the Eat Smart, 
moving more t 
... 
CHALLENGE STARTS MAY 11 
South Carolina 
FOUNDATION 





.... ;. ~ 
Move More South Carolina Coalition to 
implement such a program. The Foundation 
first funded a one-year, planning grant 
to conduct a thorough assessment, identify 
a community and then, with the selected 
community's involvement, prepared a com-
prehensive three-year action plan . 
The three-year program began in January 
2010: Eat Smart, Move More Colleton 
County. The program targets schools, 
the physical environment, worksites, faith 
groups and food sources and includes a 
community media and marketing plan that will connect all initiatives 
into one comprehensive plan. The program is too new to have out-
come data, but it will include a comprehensive evaluation component. 
www.bcbsscfoundation .org 
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BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Health 
Foundation and BlueCross BlueShield of 
Tennessee Community Trust 
Childhood Obesity Best Practices Forum and 
Community Food Bank Volunteer Program 
The BlueCross Bl ueShield ofTennessee Health Foundation has focused 
on childhood obesity efforts in Tennessee for several years through the 
funding of obesity programs statewide. Inspired by first lady Michelle 
Obama's Let's Move! campaign and President Barack Obama 'sTask 
Force on Childhood Obesity, the BlueCross BlueShield ofTennessee 
Foundation hosted a Childhood Obesity Best Practices Forum in 
November at the Adventure Science Center in Nashville. The 
forum was designed to highlight special childhood obesity 
projects in Tennessee . 
Overall, the Foundation's goals are to: 
• Raise awareness in the media and through the Obesity 
Best Practices Forum . 
• Change behavior by engaging several strategic partners and 
funding evidence-based programs that can impact behaviors. 
More than 60 people participated in the Childhood 
Obesity Best Practices Forum. 
• Create supportive environments by engaging and educating 
pa rents and the community about how to develop healthy 
school and home environments. 
BlueCross BlueShield o f Tennessee employees volunteer time 
to sort and fill boxes o f food for a community food bank . 
.,ffl. 11 BlueCross B!ueShield T ~ of Tennessee 
• Improve access for better health and nutrition for children. 
BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee Community Trust 
and Volunteers 
In November and December of 2010 the BlueCross BlueShield 
Tennessee CommunityTrust funded food banks in support 
of an employee volunteer effort that collected more than 
two tons of food and provided more than 500 hours of labor 
in support of these organizations. BlueCross BlueShield of 
Tennessee emp loyees in six offices across the state donated 
food to benefi t people in their local communities and worked 
at area food banks to sort food and fill boxes. The company 
also donated food-filled backpacks for food bank student 
programs. 
An Independent Li censee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associa t ion www.bcbst.com/a bout/comm u n ity/TN-hea lth-fou ndatio n 
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BlueCross BlueShield 
of Vermont 
In lmfrp1 ·1uln1t Lict'll$l't' itf tht' IJl11f' Cn,.,.~ mul Hlue .... hit'ld h $rwia l/1u1. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont 
Hike, Bike and Paddle 
Hike, Bike and Paddle is a free co m mu nity event sponsored by 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont (BCBSVT). The event gives 
Vermonters an opportunity to try a new activity in a fun , safe 
environment, including complimentary canoe, kayak and bike 
rentals with free access to hiking trails. 
Established in 2009, the first year featured one location with 70 partici -
pants and has now expanded to three locations and 335 participa nts. 
"This event is designed to encourage folks to get active and use the 
area and resources around them;' explains Megan Peek, community 
relations and health education coordinator at BCBSVT "We provide 
free healthy snacks to all participants, including smoothies from our 
very own blue blender bike;' she adds. "And the first 100 participants 
receive a free Hike, Bike and Paddle T-shirt:' 
Following the success of Hike, Bike and Paddle, a winter version 
was developed called Snow Days. Snow Days activities included 
cross-country skiing, snowshoeing and tubing, with free rentals 
and access to trails . The first 100 participants received free fleece 
hats and everyone was offered grilled pineapple and hot beverages 
around a cozy bonfire . More than 500 participants attended the 
two days of events. 
" We look forwa rd to sharing Vermont's big back yard with our 
members for years to come and, as always, creating a healthier 
Vermont;' Peek said . 
www.bcbsvt .com 
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Hike, Bike and Paddle allows 
Vermonters of all ages to 
participate in fun, safe and free 
activities. The event held in three 
loca tions provided canoes, kayaks, 
bikes and access to hiking trails. 
INVESTING IN AMERICA'S HEALTH 
A nutritionist with the Neighborcare Health Pike 
Market Medical Clinic reviews a nutrition label. 
PREMERAI + 
BLUE CROSS 
An Independent Li censee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association 
Premera Blue Cross 
Neighborcare Health RN Optimization 
Program 
In 2006 Premera Blue Cross (Premera) launched a four-year, partner-
ship with Neighborcare Health to bolster primary care and support 
services at the Pike Market Medical Clinic and to establish the 
Premera Pike Market Medical Clinic Diabetes Wellness Program 
for underserved and low-income patients. 
The success of the Pike Market Medical Clinic program brought 
Premera and Neighborcare Health together again in 2010 to expand 
a Registered Nurse Optimization pilot program to the seven primary 
care medical clinics throughout the Neighborcare Health network. 
Based on research conducted by 
Neighborcare Health, the partner-
ship sought to leverage the exper-
tise of registered nurses. 
Previously a good deal of nurses' 
time was consumed with complet-
ing paperwork, rather than where 
their time is better spent: treating 
and educating patients. Backed 
by a grant from Premera, the new 
staffing model allows each nurse 
to manage a panel of patients wh o 
are considered to have high needs 
due to chronic disease, behavioral 
health needs, or disability. 
The goals are to increase patients' 
ability to self-manage their 
conditions and to increase nurse 
productivity by enabling them to 
spend more time with patients. Nurses play a critical frontline role, 
and this partnership recognizes their knowledge of the healthcare 
delivery system and how to achieve optimal outcomes for Neighbor-




Caring for Women 
Program 
Mammograms 
and other services 
for Women 
In Wyoming 
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BlueCross BlueShield 
of Wyoming 
An Independent licensee of the Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Association 
INVESTING IN AMERICA'S HEALTH 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Wyoming 
The Caring forWome n Program 
A yearly wellness exam is critical to good health , and a mammogram 
is a vital part of early breast cancer detect ion. These services along 
with a pap smear should be a part of every woman 's preventive 
healthcare. However, many Wyoming women neglect to receive these 
exams and tests because they lack insurance coverage or otherwise 
cannot meet the financial requirements to receive these services free 
of charge. 
The Caring for Women Program, supported by The Caring Founda-
tion and part of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Wyoming (BCBSWY), 
provides access to these services by paying the costs of a compre-
hensive wellness visit, a pap smear and, in cooperation with the local 
affiliate of Kamen for the Cure, paying the costs of mammograms. 
BCBSWY's goal is to increase the number of women receiving these 
life-saving services each year. 
Services are provided by the Statewide Network of Caring Partners, 
which includes healthcare professionals that agree to provide 
mammography, pap smear and wellness services at reduced fees . 
Contracted providers are reimbursed directly at no cost to the 
women participating in the program. 
During 2010, more than 675 Wyoming women received mammograms 
as a result of this program, and many others received comprehensive 
wellness exams and pap smears as indicated by their Caring Partner. 
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